Service Technician with
Family Connection.

georg.com/career

Work & Family

Service Technician (m/f/d)
At GEORG, our goal is to provide our Service Technicians and Field Fitters with the best
conditions for their worldwide construction site assignments. This includes the widest
possible compatibility of professional and private or family interests.

Your tasks:
You ensure that our systems are installed
and repaired on time and to a high standard of quality and ensure that our customers worldwide are highly satisfied.

> Self responsible execution of preliminary
acceptance tests in Kreuztal and accompanying of acceptance tests on site at the
customer‘s plant

> Customer support by telephone as well as
on site at the customer‘s plant

> Planning and implementation of customer
training courses

> Accompanying repairs, inspections and
maintenance of machines and systems of
our production range

> Adjustment of the control software
according to the SPS allocation plan

Apply now by e-mail:
zukunf t@georg.com

Your profile:
You are the flexible specialist who gets our
complex machines and systems up and
running with a high degree of personal
responsibility and precision and who
inspires our worldwide customers with his
solution-oriented approach.
> Completed training as an industrial mechanic, ideally with an additional electrical
engineering qualification, mechatronics or
electronics technician and relevant professional experience.

> Good knowledge of SPS Siemens S 7 and
Siemens drive technology desirable
> Good command of English
> Convincing, confident and customer-oriented appearance
> High commitment, flexibility and mobility
(willingness to travel at home and abroad)

> Good knowledge of pneumatics, hydraulics
and application technology

Find out more about our company, our special culture and our diverse services for our
employees. Use your chance for a change. And apply now!
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